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AURAL: Identify sounds on a beat in a   
               known song

Sing a known song 

T sing one phrase while Ss pat a steady beat 

T ask: “How many times did you pat asI sang?” (4) 

T ask: “How many sounds did you hear on the third    
 beat? Second beat?”

Ss identify number of  sounds on each beat in the 
 phrase.

Preparing Ta, Ta-di



PHYSICAL: Play an ostinato 

Sing “Cobbler Cobbler” together

T ask: “How many sounds does Cobbler have? What   
 about shoe?”

T guide Ss in speaking “Shoe, Shoe, Cobbler, Shoe”

Take Ss volunteers to play ostinato on woodblock   
 while other Ss sing 

Preparing Ta, Ta-di



VISUAL: Notate rhythm to a known song 
with manipulatives 

Ss have a row of  4 popsicle sticks in front of  them, plus 
long and short manipulatives

Sing first line of  “Cobbler Cobbler” together

Ss “catch the words” of  the first line

T ask Ss: “How many sounds did you hear on beat    
4?” (1) 

Ss place 1 icon over popsicle stick 

Continue process until Ss have notated the first
 phrase of  “cobbler Cobbler”

Preparing Ta, Ta-di



T clap the rhythm to Rain Rain

Ss identify song

Sing opening line and Ss decide how many sounds go on   

 each beat. T notate with icons (review of  preperation  

 phase)

T replace icons with rhythmic notation. 

Say: “We call one sound on a beat a ta. It looks like this. 

 We call two sounds on a beat a ta-di. It looks like this.”

Speak the phrase of  Rain Rain again, this time on ta’s

  and ta-di’s.

Presenting Ta, Ta-di



AURAL: Dictate a known phrase using new 
vocabulary 

Sing a phrase to a known song (such as ‘Round and ’Round)  

T ask: “How many sounds did you hear on the third    
 beat?” (1)

T ask: “What do we call one sound on a beat?” (a ta)

T ask: “And what’s the real name of  a ta?” (quarter note)

Continue aurally identifying sounds in the first phrase

T dictate on board Ss answers on board 

Practicing Ta, Ta-di



PHYSICAL: Play a quarter note, eighth 
note ostinato on instruments

Sing Cobbler Cobbler as a class

Ss play shoe shoe cobbler shoe ostinato on rhythm 
 instruments (review from preparation phase)

T ask: “what’s another cobbler, shoe combination we   

  could try?” (Ss suggest combination)

T ask: “How could we say that on ta’s and ta-di’s?”

Ss play and speak new ostinato using rhythm 

  syllables

Practicing Ta, Ta-di



VISUAL: Match the opening lines of  
known songs to their rhythmic notation

Sing several known songs as review

 

Have students “clap the words” to the opening line of  the  

 songs 

Pass out the “Rhythm Match Up” worksheet for Ss 

 to complete  

Practicing Ta, Ta-di



Cobbler, cobbler, mend my shoe.

Directions: Match the opening lines of the songs to the correct rhythms

Rhythm Match-Up

‘Round and ’round you must go

Rain rain, go away

In a field there 

Here comes a bluebird


